
	

Samsø-Cocotten ''Grand Cru'' 

A fruitful neighbourship 

What happens when a clever potter and a six-star cook are neighbours? Well, in this case a mutual 
inspiration and collaboration has given birth to a lovely piece of handicraft - a stoneware cocotte - in 
which the potter's sense of quality is beautifully blended with the cook's respect for his kitchen and the 
restaurant he owns. 

The cocotte was created in Denmark on the island of 
Samsø, in Nordby, in a close relationship between potter 
Sigrid Hovmand - trained at the famous Kähler ceramics 
workshop - and cook Søren Ørum, well-known for his six-
star restaurant "Ved Kæret" in Nordby. 

Flavour and presentation are important aspects when 
judging the quality of a meal, but shape, size and 
resistance are equally important factors to consider when 
creating a stoneware cocotte capable of withstanding daily 
life with many servings in a busy restaurant. Søren Ørum 
had a dream of the perfect cocotte that would enable him 
to cook and serve dishes of outstanding quality. It was his 
aim to return to a more simple and classical kitchen with 
roots in the French country cuisine. 

The cocotte was created in several different versions, all 
carefully tested and with disadvantages removed before the 
two neighbours were satisfied. Issues like handling in the 
restaurant, handling in the kitchen and cleaning of the 
cocotte were thoroughly discussed and since cleaning had 
to be an easy task, all unnecessary edges and grooves 
were eliminated. The bottom of the cocotte had to be large 
enough, the lid as tight as possible and at the same time 

easy to grasp when removing. And the top had to be flat in 
order to lie firmly on the table. In the final result you can 
actually place the cocotte on top of the lid, leaving more 
space on the table. Last but not least, the size of the 
cocotte also had to be suitable for use in a normal 
household kitchen and oven. 

Sigrid Hovmand is a very skilled craftsperson who never 
compromises the quality of her work. The round shape of 
the cocotte is made on the potter's wheel and is fired at 
1300 C, with the lid on for a perfect fit. The handmade 
technique offers a flexibility enabling details to be corrected 
along the way, which has proved very useful during testing. 
According to Sigrid Hovmand, some details can only be 
"seen by the hand". The cocotte is of unglazed stoneware, 
the inside kept in natural grey stoneware tones, while the 
outside appears light brown, having been sprayed with a 
layer of ochre. In use it gets a lovely patina like all 
unglazed stoneware utensils for cooking and preserves the 
heat for a long time. 

A handcrafted object always possesses a personal, unique 
touch and the cocotte is definitely no exception. The result 



is a beautifully crafted item, no more expensive than a 
good factory-made pot, and made in a limited edition in 
Sigrid Hovmand's own studio. Besides from customers 
visiting her workshop, it is only sold to her neighbour, 
Søren Ørum. When buying a cocotte you will also receive 
some of this famous chef's own recipes. 

Of course Sigrid Hovmand also creates other fine 
stoneware items in her studio, all deeply rooted in her craft. 
The cocotte is a good example of how the pottery craft can 
be applied in the 21st century, as well as the importance of 
a solid background in craftsmanship in attaining a good, 
final result.  
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